Abstract. This paper provides an overview of the current version of SIGA, a system that supports the organization of information retrieval (IR) evaluations. SIGA was recently used in Págico, an evaluation contest where both automatic and human participants competed to find answers to 150 topics in the Portuguese Wikipedia, and we describe its new capabilities in this context as well as provide preliminary results from Págico.
Introduction
SIGA is a web-based management and evaluation system supporting the organization of Information Retrieval (IR) evaluations, distributed by Linguateca, and included in the GIRA package 1 . Its source code is open, so anyone can improve and extend it to the particular requirements of a specific IR evaluation.
The need for this computational environment arose during the organization of Giki-CLEF [1,2], because there was a considerable number of people creating and assessing topics in geographically distinct sites, dealing with large amounts of data (the Wikipedia collections for the several languages involved and many systems' submissions). SIGA has a similar structure to other systems such as DIRECT [3] or the system used in INEX to back the evaluation [4] , and supports multiple user roles for different tasks. Different choices and privileges are thus available, namely topic creation, run submission and validation, document pool generation, (cooperative) assessment, system scoring and display of results. Compared to these two systems, SIGA offers an important additional capability introduced in the context of GikiCLEF: the support for topic assessment overlap (several judgements for the same answer) and the semi-automation of the subsequent conflict resolution process.
More recently, in 2011, SIGA was adapted and extended to support the organization and participation in Págico 2 [5] , an evaluation contest in information retrieval in Portuguese organized by Linguateca [6] whose goal was to evaluate systems aiming to find non-trivial answers to complex information needs in Portuguese, and is a follow-up of GikiCLEF that builds on Linguateca's previous experience but focuses on a specific cultural sphere (the Portuguese-speaking one) instead of cross-linguality or geographical subjects. Three main capabilities were added: automatic assessment of answers and justifications, an interface for human participants, and navigation inside a static version of Wikipedia. The current paper, although also describing SIGA, focuses on the new features required by this evaluation. For details about earlier versions and uses of SIGA, please check [1, 2] or the GikiCLEF site. 
Technologies Used and Functionalities
SIGA is developed mainly in PHP and JavaScript, with data stored in a MySQL database. The choice of these technologies was driven by the following requirements: Easy Installation. As users of the system would range from hard-core software developers to computer users with just basic knowledge, a web application was chosen, with no need for local installation. Intuitive Interface. Catering for the broad spectrum of users, the interface should be satisfactory for the different types of users, especialy when human participants are concerned. Ability to Deal with Large Amounts of Data, due to the large size of the document collections, of the results created by the participants and of the evaluation data created by the evaluators.
Topic Creation. SIGA supports the creation of topic sets for IR evaluations, helping topic managers look for answers in titles of Wikipedia documents included in the collections.
From the point of view of system evaluation, SIGA had a major shortcoming: it did not support adding justifications during topic creation, which entailed that the preassessment was only based on the comparison of answers, putting the burden of assessing the justifications on the human assessors. We improved SIGA so that it now allows the addition of justifications while creating the topics, so that the automatic preassessment can also be based on the justifications.
SIGA was also modified to allow a two level categorization of topics. The topic creators can associate one or more classes to each topic, and group those classes into major thematic subjects, which are then presented to the participants during the evaluation context proper.
Support for the Participation of Automatic Systems. The interface for system participation allows: (i) the download of different topic sets (evaluation, examples, testing, training), (ii) the validation and submission of runs, (iii) the inspection of the system scores and (iv) the comparison of results with the other systems. These tasks are somewhat similar to those performed by SAHARA [7] , which provides a comparison between the scores of the new submitted runs and the runs officially submitted to HAREM [8] .
